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Abstract Recently, we have proposed a new process-based approach to implement an integrated management system grouping Quality, Security and Environment
(QSE) avoiding weaknesses of parallel implementations. Our approach is based on
three phases i.e. Plan, Do and Check and Act [1]. This paper proposes an implementation of the most important part of the plan phase, consisting in the definition of
an appropriate QSE management plan. The principle of this implementation is the
transformation of already existing bow ties into a multi-objective influence diagram
(MID) [11] which is one of the most commonly used graphical decision models for
reasoning under uncertainty. More precisely, we propose to map existing bow ties
which are a very popular and diffused risks analysis tool into a MID, then to evaluate
it in order to generate an optimal management plan.
Key words: Integrated management system, Risk management, Multi-objective influence diagram, Bow tie.

1 Introduction
The evolution of the current industrial context and the increasing of the competition
pressure, led the companies to adopt new concepts of management. In this context,
the implementation of international norms relative to different management systems
became a real need and target for many organizations. In particular, the implementation of the three standards ISO 9001 [4], OHSAS 18001 [12] and ISO 14001
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[5] relative to quality, security and environment, respectively, can be considered as
a widespread phenomenon around the world. Nevertheless, the major difficulty of
such an implementation is that these three management systems were proposed separately and thus their combination is not an obvious task since they have common
and confused procedures. Thus, if they are adopted without any care about their interactivities, several weaknesses relative to duplicate management tasks suggested
by the three standards (e.g. written procedures, checking, control forms etc.) can be
observed. Hence, proposing an integrated management system including quality, security and environment management systems also known as QSE management system have drawn the attention of both academics and practitioners. These researches
studied the integration of the three systems from various viewpoints relative, essentially, to the definition of its success criteria [9][7][16][8]. However, a few studies
have developed effective methodologies and approaches.
Recently, we have proposed a new process-based approach to implement an integrated management system using three integration factors namely the process approach, the risk management and a global monitoring system [1]. This approach
covers the whole PDCA scheme (i.e. Plan, Do, Check, Act) by gathering its steps
into three phases such that the first one concerns the Plan phase, the second, the
Do phase and the third the Check and the Act phases as illustrated by figure 1. This
paper proposes an implementation of the most important part of the first phase,
consisting in the definition of an appropriate QSE management plan. Our idea is
to handle all quality, security and environment objectives issued from the requirements and the expectations of stakeholders (i.e. customers, employees, population,
environment, etc.) through a multi-objective influence diagram (MIDs)[11] which
is one of the most commonly used graphical decision models for reasoning under
uncertainty with multiple objectives. More precisely, we propose to map existing
bow ties which are a very popular and diffused risks analysis tool into a MID, then
to evaluate it in order to generate an optimal management plan.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a brief
recall on the new process based approach for implementing an IMS. Section 3 proposes a multi-objective approach to define an appropriate QSE management plan.
Indeed, a transformation algorithm from existing bow ties into a multi-objective influence diagrams will be proposed. Finally section 4 presents an illustrative example
in the petroleum field involving a decision problem faced during the definition of a
QSE management plan for the TOTAL TUNISIA company.

2 A brief recall on the new process-based approach
This section presents a brief recall on the new process based approach for implementing an integrated Quality, Security and Environment management system. This
approach is based on three integrated factors [1]: Risk management to increases
the compatibility and the correspondence between the three systems, Process-based
approach to deal with coordination and the interactions between the activities of a
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company, Monitoring System to ensure the monitoring of the global system and the
integration as a continuous improvement of the performance.
The proposed approach is illustrated by figure 1, where the different steps cover
the whole PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Act) scheme. The idea here is to gather these
steps into three phases such that the first one concerns the Plan phase, the second,
the Do phase and the third the Check and the Act phases. These three phases can be
detailed as follows [1]:

Fig. 1 Proposed process-based approach for IMS [1]

• Plan phase: This phase is composed of six steps: the first consists in setting up
all quality, security and environment objectives issued from the requirements and
the expectations of stakeholders (i.e. customers, employees, population, environment, etc.). In the second, we will deploy all these objectives in each process.
The third step consists in the analysis of each process with respect to the pre-set
objectives defined in the second one in order to identify the sources of hazard
and possible targets leading to a possible failure to reach up the objectives. In
the fourth step, each identified risk has to be analyzed in term of potential consequences in each management area. In the fifth step we have to define a QSE
management plan to implement selected treatments as preventive and corrective
actions, in order to reduce levels of risks already identified and to improve the efficiency of the IMS. To this end, we have to consider the interaction between the
different management areas, indeed some decisions can be beneficial for some
management areas and harmful for others. Finally, the sixth step is devoted to the
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definition of an appropriate monitoring plan, in order to ensure the well implementation of the QSE management plan.
• Do phase: This phase has as input the QSE management plan and the corresponding global monitoring plan generated from the plan phase and will implement
the selected treatments. Note that we have to define the appropriate Scheduling
to optimize the resources in order reach up the objectives more efficiently.
• Check and Act phase: Once the do phase achieved, this phase will finalize the
process of integration by the measure of the effectiveness of different decisions
and their readjustments via three steps. In the first one, we have to measure all
the indicators already defined in order to evaluate the effectiveness of selected
treatments and to estimate the degree of achievement of objectives. For this reason, we have to aggregate the indicators of each objective. In the second step, a
readjustment of the management plan will be done in order to satisfy unreached
objectives. Although, some objectives may not be reached, that is why we should
revise some of the initial assigned objectives in order to make their satisfaction
possible, in this context we propose the third step (i.e. revision of objectives) in
order to contribute to sustainable development.

3 A multi-objective approach for a QSE management plan
In this section we propose an implementation of the most important part of the
Plan phase consisting in the definition of an appropriate QSE management plan . In
fact, our idea is to use the risk management as integrating factor and to consider the
different interactions between policies, objectives and resources of the quality, security and environment standards. Several approaches for risk evaluation exist, within
the most famous ones we can mention, preliminary risk analysis (APR), hazard
operability (HAZOP), failure mode and effects analysis (FMEA), and tree-based
technique such that fault tree analysis, event tree analysis and bow tie analysis. Unfortunately, these methods are not appropriate to deal with many management areas
simultaneously and they are usually limited to technical level. Moreover, since 2003
it is necessary to respect the law 2003-699 [6] relative to the introduction of probability concepts in any risk analysis which is not the case of all these tools. In the
literature some researches has been carried out to take into account this law. Most of
these researches are based on tree-based techniques which offer a flexible structure
to be used with probability concepts. Moreover, several approaches concerning the
introduction of probabilistic concepts with risk analysis are particularly focalized on
Bayesian networks which are a popular tool for representing uncertainty in artificial
intelligence [14]. These approaches can be divided into three classes:
• In the first class the principle is to transform a risk analysis tool into a Bayesian
network. This idea was first introduced by Bibbio et al. [2] which propose a mapping from fault tree analysis into Bayesian networks. In the same context, léger
et al. [10] propose to extend the technical bow tie analysis to a global system,
including human beings and organizations.
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• The principle of the second class is the fusion of a risk analysis tool and a
Bayesian network. We can mention in particular the work of Trucco et al. [15]
where Bayesian networks are used as an extension of the fault tree in order to
introduce the social activity in the evaluation of the latter.
• The third class does not require any risk analysis tools. In fact each identified
risk will be directly modeled by a Bayesian network as proposed by Palaniappan
[13].
The first problem with these methods in that they deal with a unique management
area, so they cannot be applied in the context of a fully integrated management system. Moreover, the fact that these methods are based on Bayesian networks presents
a real weakness since this graphical model is not really appropriate to generate optimal decisions. In fact, the powerful of Bayesian networks consists in their ability
in reasoning under uncertainty and not in decision making area. For this reason,
several extensions where proposed in order to extend them to the decisional aspect.
Thus, our objective is to model a more efficient risk management tool by using
an appropriate graphical decisional model. More precisely, we propose to use influence diagrams which are an extensions of Bayesian networks able to provide
optimal solutions while maximizing decision makers utilities. Moreover, given the
multi-objective aspect of our problem, we will use multi-objective influence diagrams (MIDs) which are a new variant of influence diagrams dedicated to such a
problems. Thus our idea is to map existing bow ties which are a very popular and
diffused risks analysis tool into a MID, then to evaluate it in order to generate an appropriate QSE management plan. Before detailing our approach we propose a brief
recall on bow tie analysis and multi-objective influence diagrams.

3.1 Bow tie method
The bow tie method is a very popular and diffused probabilistic technique developed
by shell for dependability modeling and evaluation of large safety-critical systems.
The principle of this technique is to built for each identified risk R i (also called top
event (TE)) a bow tie representing its whole scenario on the basis of two parts, as
shown in figure 2: The first part corresponds to the left part of the scheme which
represents a fault tree defining all possible causes leading to the (TE). These causes
can be classified into two kinds: the first are the initiator events (IE) which are the
principal causes of the TE, and the second are the undesired or critical events (IndE
and CE) which are the causes of the IE. The construction of the left part proceeds
in top down manner (from TE to IndE and CE). The relationships between events
and causes are represented by means of logical AND and OR gates. The second
part corresponds to the right part of the scheme which represents an event tree to
reach all possible consequences of the TE. These consequences can be classified
into three kinds: second events (SE) which are the principal consequences of the
TE, dangerous effects (DE) which are the dangerous consequences of the SE and
finally majors events (ME) of each DE. The construction of the event tree proceeds
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as the fault tree i.e. in top down manner. The bow tie also allows to define in the same
scheme the preventive barriers to limit the occurrence of the TE and the protective
barriers to reduce the severity of its consequences. In spite its widely use in many
organizations, this method remains limited by its technical level and by the graphical
presentation of different scenarios without any suggestion about optimal decisions
regarding the objectives expected.

Fig. 2 A bow tie analysis model

3.2 Multi-objective influence diagrams
Influence diagrams (IDs), initially proposed by Howard and Matheson [3], are
within most commonly used graphical decision models for reasoning under uncertainty. Their success is due their clarity and their simplicity since their topology
(chance node, value node and decision node) is easily comprehensible by decision
makers. Moreover their evaluation provides the optimal solutions while maximizing
the decision makers utilities. Formally, an influence diagram has two components:
1. Graphical component (or qualitative component) is a directed acyclic graph
(DAG) denoted by G = (N, A) where A is the set of arcs in the graph and N its
node set. The node set N is partitioned into subsets C, D and V such that:
• C = {C1 ...Cn } is a set of chance nodes which represent relevant uncertain
factors for decision problem. Chance nodes are represented by circles.
• D = {D1 ...Dm } is a set of decision nodes which depict decision options. These
nodes should respect a temporal order. Decision nodes are represented by rectangles.
• V = {V1...Vk } is a set of value nodes which represent utilities to be maximized,
they are represented by lozenges.
Arcs in A have different meanings according to their targets. We can distinguish
Conditional arcs (into chance and value nodes), those that have as target chance
nodes represent probabilistic dependencies and Informational arcs (into decision
nodes) which imply time precedence.
Influence diagrams are required to satisfy some constraints to be regular, in particular value nodes cannot have children and there is a directed path that contains
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all of the decision nodes. As a result of this last constraint, influence diagrams
will satisfy the no-forgetting property in the sense that a decision node and its
parents should be parents to all subsequent decision nodes.
2. Numerical component (or quantitative component) consists in evaluating different links in the graph. Namely, each conditional arc which has as target a chance
node Ci is quantified by a conditional probability distribution of C i in the context of its parents. Such conditional probabilities should respect the probabilistic
normalization constraints. Chance nodes represent uncertain variables characterizing decision problem. Each decision alternative may have several consequences
according to uncertain variables. The set of consequences is characterized by a
utility function. In IDs, consequences are represented by different combinations
of value node’s parents. Hence, each value node is quantified by a utility function, denoted by U, in the context of its parents. The definition of the numerical
component is in general done by experts and decision makers.
Once the ID constructed it can be used to identify the optimal policy, this can be
ensured via evaluation algorithms which allow to generate the best strategy yielding
to the highest expected utility. Standard IDs are usually limited to single objectives
or a combined one. Recently, they have been extended to deal with multiple objectives decision problems (MIDs) [11] by gathering different objectives in a unique
value node. To evaluate such diagrams Micheal et al. [11] have proposed a direct
evaluation algorithm based on arc reversal and node deletion. This algorithm can be
outlined as follows:
Algorithm 0.1: Direct evaluation of MID
Data: MID
Result: Optimal decision regarding the objectives
begin
1. Check the regular property of MID.
2. remove barren nodes (i.e. nodes without successors).
3. If a chance node exists with the value node as its sole successor then remove it and
update the utility function of the value node.
4. If any node remains in the diagram then return to step 3 otherwise terminate the algorithm.
5. If there is a decision node which is a direct predecessor of the value node such that the
remaining predecessors of the value node are informational predecessors of the decision
node, then:
- remove it,
- update the utility function of the value node,
- remove any barren node.
If any node remains in the diagram then return to step 3 otherwise terminate the algorithm.
6. Find a chance node i which is a direct predecessor to the value node such that it has no
decision node as successor.
7. Find a chance node j which is a direct successor of i such that there is no other directed
path between i and j and reverse the arc between i and j. If i has any other successors repeat
step 6.
8. Remove the chance node i with the arc reversal transformation (probability table transformation).
9. If any node remains in the diagram return to step 3 otherwise terminate the algorithm.
end
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3.3 Transformation of bow ties into a MID
In order to generate the optimal QSE management plan satisfying all the objectives,
we propose a mapping from existing bow ties to a multi-objective influence diagram. In fact, our idea is to gather all the QSE required objectives in the same value
node, then each identified risk and its respective scenario occurrence from initiators to final consequences will represent a chance node, and finally the barriers (i.e.
preventive and corrective) will be mapped as decision nodes in order to define the
appropriate QSE management plan. Once this building phase achieved, we should
quantify the resulted multi-objective influence diagram as explained previously. To
this end, we propose a transformation procedure (i.e. Algorithm 0.2) ensuring an
automatic transformation from existing bow ties to an alternative model (MID) that
allows the generation of optimal strategies.
Let BT1 ..BTn the set of bow ties and O 1 ..Ok the set of objectives. Let R i be top
event of BTi and Fi be its occurrence. Let IE i (resp. CEi , IndEi , SEi , DEi , MEi ) be the
set of initiator (resp. critical, undesired, second, dangerous, majors) events in BT i .
Let Cqi (resp. Csi , Cei ) be the consequence on quality (resp. security, environment)
in BTi . Let Xi and Yi be any set of events in BTi , then Ar(Xi ,Yi ) is a function which
returns the set of arcs relative to all links between X i and Yi in BTi . For instance
Ar(IEi ,CEi ) is the set of arcs relative to all links between IE i and CEi in BTi . Let
ArCqi (resp. ArCsi , ArCei ) the set of major events which have a possible links to
Cqi (resp. Csi , Cei ) in BTi . Let PreBi (resp. ProBi ) be the set of preventive barriers
(resp. protective) barriers in BTi . Let PE(.) (resp. SE(.)) be a function which returns
the set of precedent (res. successive) events of any barrier in BT i . Let D the set of
all barriers. Let ArpB the set of additional arcs relative to the links between each
element of D to each event. Let ord be the order relative to different decision nodes
relative to existing barriers in BT1 ..BTn , this order can be defined by experts. Let
nb(.) be a function returning the number of elements of a given set. Algorithm 0.2
outlines the major steps of our approach.
It is important to note that this algorithm provides a regular influence diagram
satisfying the no-forgetting property.

4 Case study
The case study presented in this section, has been released in the petroleum field.
This application involves a decision problem faced during the definition of a QSE
management plan for TOTAL TUNISIA company which is certified in quality, security and environment management systems. Due to the lack of space we will only
consider three objectives (O 1 : Gain market share by providing superior all-round
service to the customer, O 2 : Minimize the environmental waste and O 3 : Increase
safety staff) and two risks (R 1 : A major fire and explosion on tanker truck carrying
hydrocarbon and R 2 : A fire in container).
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Algorithm 0.2: Transformation of bow ties into a regular MID
Data: BT1 ..BTn ; O1 ..Ok ; ArCq1 ..ArCqn ; ArCs1 ..ArCsn ; ArCe1 ..ArCen ;ArpB; ord
Result: MID
begin
Building phase:
- C ← 0,
/ D ← 0,
/ V ← 0,
/ A ← 0/
- Gather all the QSE objectives Oi (i=1..k) in the same value node VQSE
- V ← VQSE
for i ← 1..ndo
% Create Ri and Fi and connect them
C ← C ∪ Ri ∪ Fi
A ← A ∪ (Ri → VQSE ) ∪ (Fi → Ri )
% Create all the events and connect them
C ← C ∪ IEi ∪CEi ∪ IndEi ∪ SEi ∪ DEi ∪ MEi
∀IEi j ∈ IEi , A ← A ∪ (IEi j → Fi )
∀SEi j ∈ SEi , A ← A ∪ (Fi → SEi j )
A ← A ∪ Ar(IEi ,CEi ) ∪ Ar(IEi , IndEi ) ∪ Ar(SEi , DEi ) ∪ Ar(DEi , MEi )
% Create Cqi , Csi , Cei and connecte them
C ← C ∪Cqi ∪Csi ∪Cei ,
A ← A ∪ (Cqi → Ri ) ∪ (Csi → Ri ) ∪ (Cei → Ri )
∀ArCqi j ∈ ArCqi , A ← A ∪ (ArCqi j → Cqi )
∀ArCsi j ∈ ArCsi , A ← A ∪ (ArCsi j → Csi )
∀ArCei j ∈ ArCei , A ← A ∪ (ArCei j → Cei )
% Handel barriers
D ← D ∪ PreBi ∪ ProBi
∀PreBi j ∈ PreBi , ∀ProBi j ∈ ProBi , A ← A ∪ (PreBi j → PE(PreBi j )) ∪ (ProBi j →
SE(ProBi j ))
% Additional links
A ← A ∪ ArpB
% Connect decision nodes while respecting the precedence order.
n1 ← nb(D)
for k ← 1..(n1 − 1) do
for l ← (k + 1)..n1 do
A ← A ∪ (Dord(k) → Dord(l) )
Quantification phase: Assign the numerical values for each node in the MID.
end

The first step is to proceed to the bow tie analysis of the two identified risks (i.e.
R1 and R2 ) as shown in figures 3 and 4. Note that in BT1 we have five preventive
barriers (i.e. Periodic preventive maintenance tank valve (PMV), Periodic preventive maintenance to minimize exhaust failure (PME), Education and Training Task
(ETT), Prohibition to park the trucks close the site after loading (PPT), and Fire
simulation (FS)) and four protective barriers (i.e. A fix or tractable canal to prevent
incident along the site (FTC), Blast protection window film (BPW), Personal Protective equipment to limit thermal effects (PPET) and Personal Protective equipment
to limit toxic effects (PPETO)). In the same way, in BT2 we have three preventive
barriers (i.e. Establish fire permit (EFP), Setting instructions (SIN) and Successive
training (ST)) and two protective barriers (i.e. Personal Protective equipment to
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limit thermal effects (PPET) and Personal Protective equipment to limit toxic effects
(PPETO)), Personal Protective equipment to limit toxic effects

Fig. 3 A bow tie analysis of R1

Fig. 4 A bow tie analysis of R2

Once the bow tie analysis achieved, we will apply our transformation procedure
(i.e. Algorithm 0.2) with the following input data:
• BT1 , BT2 , O1 , O2 , O3
• ArCq1 = ArCq2 = {LD, DT } since Late delivery (LD) and Damage to trucks
(DT) have consequences on quality
• ArCs1 = ArCs2 = {T DP, T ODP} since Toxic damage to persons (TDP) and Thermic damage to persons (TODP) have consequences on security
• ArCe1 = ArCe2 = {DE, DT } since Damage on the environment (DE) and Damage to trucks (DT) have consequences on the environment
• The additional arcs defined in ArpB are (FS,Ce 1 ), (ST, TV F) and (ST,Cs2 ) since
Fire simulation (FS) is considered as pollutant for the environment (Ce 1 ), Successive trainings (ST) can increase Tank valve failure rates (TVF) and successive
trainings (ST) can have an impact on security (Cs 2 )
• In order to respect the precedence order relative to different decision nodes relative to existing barriers in BT1 and BT2 (i.e. PVM, PME, ETT, PPT, FS, FTC,
BPW, PPET, PPETO, ST, EFP, SIN), we will consider ord={6,4,5,3,2,7,8,1,9,10
,11,12}.
The resulted MID is represented by figure 5. Then, we should proceed to the
quantification phase. For the lack of space we cannot give numerical data here (for
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instance the table relative to VQSE contains 102 + 23 entries since we have 10 binary and 2 ternary decision nodes). Once the transformation achieved, we can apply
the evaluation algorithm proposed by MID. The final output of this algorithm is
the optimal decision satisfying all the objectives while maximizing decision makers utilities. This decision corresponds to the QSE management plan. For our illustrative example the optimal decision is the following: PPET=T,FS=R, PPT=T,
PME=T, ETT=T, PMV=T, FTC=T, BPW=T, PPETO=T, ST=R, EFP=T, SIN=T. It
is clear that if we limit our analysis to BT1 and BT2 , we cannot define the appropriate
management plan regarding all the objectives. This is not the case with the resulted
MID since its evaluation enabled us to generate the appropriate management plan
satisfying all the QSE objectives while maximizing decision makers utilities.

Fig. 5 The resulted MID

5 Conclusion
This paper proposes a first implementation of a new-process based approach for integrating Quality, Security and Environment management systems that we have proposed in [1]. This implementation concerns the most important part of the plan phase
relative to the elaboration of an appropriate QSE management plan. This implementation is based on the transformation of existing bow ties into a multi-objective influence diagram. This choice was motivated by the fact that bow ties are very popular
and diffused risk analysis tools allowing to define in the same scheme the whole
scenario from initiators events to finale consequences. Moreover, it defines all the
possible actions and decisions as preventive and corrective barriers to reduce the oc-
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currence and the severity of each risk identified. Also the multi-objective influence
diagram are one of the most appropriate graphical decision models for reasoning
under uncertainty in addition to the fact that they allow the manipulation of different objectives which feats well with our problem since we deal with the three
standard QSE. To obtain the optimal and appropriate QSE management plan, we
have proposed a transformation procedure (i.e. Algorithm 0.2) to provide an automatic transformation from the bow ties model to an alternative model (MID) that
facilitates the calculation of optimal strategies. This implementation will directly
affect the remaining parts of our integration system since it will provide the QSE
management plan, which should be executed in the Do phase. As a future work we
propose to implement a whole decision support system relative to our process-based
approach.
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